TRANSITIONING HOSPITALITY
TO A LOW CARBON ECONOMY
EEA established to capitalise on the surge in enthusiasm from
government, investors and consumers to see businesses
acting in an environmentally responsible, sustainable manner.

Capital markets
are prioritising
climate risk…
“Awareness is rapidly changing, and I believe we are
on the edge of a fundamental reshaping of finance.
Companies, investors, and governments must
prepare for a significant reallocation of capital.”
Larry Fink, CEO, Blackrock, 2020
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Thought leaders
are calling for
innovation…
“Even as the world works to stop the novel
coronavirus and begin recovering from it, we also
need to act now to avoid a climate disaster by
building and deploying innovations that will let us
eliminate our greenhouse gas emissions.”
Bill Gates, Microsoft, 2020
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Voice of the next
generation is
demanding…
“You have stolen my dreams and my childhood with
your empty words. And yet I’m one of the lucky
ones. People are suffering. People are dying.
Entire ecosystems are collapsing. We are in the
beginning of a mass extinction. And all you can talk
about is money and fairy tales of eternal economic
growth. How dare you.”
Greta Thunberg, Climate activist
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Government
climate policy is
accelerating…
“Our aim is to ramp up ambition towards a
climate-resilient, zero-carbon economy. We want
all countries to submit more ambitious Nationally
Determined Contributions, driving further cuts in
carbon emissions by 2030.”
Rt Hon Alok Sharma MP, UK Secretary of State and President COP 26
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Regulatory instruments under review in the UK,
EU & other jurisdictions worldwide:

Price-based

Rights-based

Market-friction

Water consumption taxes

Tradeable permits

Container deposit schemes

Pesticide taxes

Quotas

Product labelling

Aggregates taxation (e.g. gravel)

Offset schemes

Information disclosure

Single use plastics taxes

Education programmes

Tree protection taxes
Effluent charging

Reducing market barriers for green
economy business

Natural resource taxation
Carbon taxes
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Ignite Economics
study reveals
that UK
accommodation
energy usage has
increased by 47%
since 2000, more
than any other
sector, while
energy usage in
the overall
economy has
declined…
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...and is one of
only 3 sectors
that have
increased energy
intensity (energy
required per unit
of economic
output) when
the overall UK
economy has
reduced energy
intensity by 53%.
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… the proportion of energy from fossil fuels has been constant over time…
Accommodation
relative
use
offuels
renewables
remains
The proportion ofsector
energy generated
from
fossil
has been largely
consistentunchanged.
over time, at
c.60% of total energy usage in terms of millions of tonnes of oil equivalent.
Figure 19: Split of Accommodation and Food Service Activities Energy Consumption - Millions of Tonnes of Oil
Equivalent (Mtoe)
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Source: ONS data, Ignite Economics
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Cost of energy waste in the sector
equivalent to £270m/yr and 660,000
tonnes/yr of CO2. EEA offers its
members:
• 100% renewable energy on terms most accommodation chains could not match
• Energy savings of 14 – 20%, cutting cost by c.£70,000 p.a. per 4GWh hotel
• Complimentary energy report on portfolio performance
• Industry-wide benchmarking on energy performance
• Real-time carbon calculator
• Discounts on energy consultancy and on energy monitoring technology
• Exclusive complimentary access to BREEAM’s in-use self assessment platform
• Performance benchmarking report on operations
• Gap analysis indicating essential remedial action
• Complimentary standard BREEAM building registration fee
• Discounted BREEAM formal certification fees
• Annual training courses on Energy and BREEAM in-use scheme
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EEA advances adaptation of meaningful
solutions to cut CO2 by a minimum of 50%
by 2030 and 100% by 2050. EEA also:
• Unites industry leaders with peers, scientific experts, and regulators, to work on
collaborative solutions
• Leads the industry’s Technical Forum in conjunction with BREEAM to deliver world-class
operating standards in a highly cost-effective manner
• Facilitates valuable dialogue with influencers across the entire value chain to drive top-down
and bottom-up pathways
• Examines new technologies and innovations brought to the EEA Technical Forum prior to
market launch
• Combining peer-to-peer reviews and case studies to create the world’s largest resource of
know-how and insights for the accommodation sector
Membership fees have been waived for 2020. To join contact:
ufi@eea.international | aga@eea.international | David@Tarsh.com
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EEA Advisory Board

Peter Till
Choice Hotels

Deepak Ohri
lebua Hotels & Resorts

Robert Godwin
Lamington Group

Robin Sheppard
Bespoke Hotels

Nadia Milligan
Sonder

Jonathan Raggett
Red Carnation Hotels

Krishma Singh Dear
Edwardian Hotels

Frazer Durris
Businesswise Solutions

Alexi Khajavi
Questex

Jonathan Lass
INCE
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Our Team

Ufi Ibrahim
Chief Executive Officer
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David Tarsh
Strategy and
Communications Adviser

Agnieszka Busza
Company Secretary and
Finance Officer

Lawrence Barnes
Conscious Business
Advisor

Ed Birkin
Economist,
Ignite Economics
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